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Presentation Acronyms

- CSA - Construction Service Agreement – Tariff Attachment P
- ISA – Interconnection Service Agreement – Tariff Attachment O
- UCSA – Upgrade Construction Service Agreement – Tariff Attachment GG
- GDECS - Governing Document Enhancement & Clarification Subcommittee
• ISA & CSA:
  – Appendix I definitions incorporate the Tariff definitions accepted by the Commission as of the effective date of the ISA/ICSA
  – Tariff alignment maintained through GDECS

• UCSA:
  – Includes its own standalone Appendix II definitions
    • Tariff originally written for interconnections
    • Upgrade processes required terms be modified
    • Definitions evolution eliminates UCSA specific terms need
  – Through May 2016, UCSA and ISA & CSA definitions congruent
  – The UCSA definitions have become outdated as the Tariff definitions have changed
• Amend pro forma UCSA
  – Appendix II to align with pro forma ISA/CSA Appendix I
  – Delete the standalone definitions
  – Add “Definitions from the PJM Tariff accepted for filing by the Commission as of the effective date of this UCSA.”

• GDECS to address UCSA definitions
  – May 10, 2017 meeting
  – Redline Tariff changes will be presented